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V. BANGERT vecteur de rotation de u. Le resultat principal determine la structure de l'ensemble forme des minim ales a vecteur de rotation a commensurable. Les sont classifiees par des invariants secondaires. A près projection dans Tit + lies graphes des a invariants secondaires d'un certain type f orment soit un f euilletage de Tn+l soit une « lamination » ( = feuilletage a creux) de 1 
. ESTRODUCTION
A minimal solution of a variational problem with integrand F: Rn x R x R is a C1-function u: R such that for every C1-function p: R" -R with compact support. Our main hypothesis is that F be Z-periodic in the first n + 1 variables so that F can be considered a map on T" + ~ x R~' where denotes the torus R" + ~ jZ" + ~.
We will study the minimal solutions without selfintersections of such problems. The condition "u without selfintersections" means that the hypersurface graph (u) ~ does not have nontrivial selfintersections when projected into So we look at those minimal solutions whose graphs could possibly occur as leaves of foliations or laminations (i. e. foliations with gaps) of T" + 1. In this study which has been initiated by J. Moser [12] , cf also [3] and [4] , the standard case is the Dirichlet integrand Fo (x, u (x), ux (x)) = 1 2. The Fo-minimal solutions are the harmonic functions and the ones without selfintersections are the affme functions where 03B1~Rn, uo E R. It is a purely topological fact that every minimal solution u without selfintersections determines a "rotation vector" or "average slope" aeR" such that u (x) -ex. x is bounded uniformly for all x E R". We denote by ~~ _ ~la ( F) the set of nonselfintersecting F-minimal solutions with fixed rotation vector a. Under appropriate conditions on F we know from [12] that for all and [3] shows that the graphs of functions in ~a give rise to a lamination -possibly a foliation-on if oc = ( 1) =( -ai, ..., -a~ 1) is rationally independent. Under our assumptions this simply means that 03B1 is totally ordered, i. e. if u, v e ~~ then either u = v or u v or u> v everywhere on R". This paper is devoted to the study of for rationally 97 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS dependent a = { -a, 1) . For such a the structure of can be much more complicated: can contain uncountably many laminations (possibly foliations) such that different laminations contain intersecting leaves. The appeal of this theory is based on the fact that we can analyze this complicated structure in detail under general hypotheses and by purely qualitative methods. It should be noted that for 03B1~Qn and n> 1 the complicated situation is generic, i. e. occurs for most integrands F.
On the other hand Moser shows in [13] that the "foliation" survives (up to conjugation) small perturbations of Fo provided a satisfies certain Diophantine inequalities (which, however, do not imply that a is rationally independent). But large perturbations of F~ can also destroy such foliations, see [4] . So, for rationally dependent oc = ( -a, 1) and n > i the complications analyzed in this paper can be considered typical. The precise notions which enter into this analysis are developed in the text, in particular in Sect. 3 . Here we present an informal summary of our results:
Before we start to describe the general situation we recall the case n= 1, cf [6] , Sect. 3. There we have the following possibilities for the behaviour of a non-selfintersecting minimal solution u: R -R.
If u has rational rotation number a = p/q: (c) quasiperiodic: The Z2-translates of graph (u) form a dense subset of R The closure of the set of Z2-translates is a foliation whose leaves are the graphs of functions in (~) generalized quasiperiodic: The closure of the set of Z2translates of graph (u) defines a lamination. The set of points in which the leaves intersect the vertical coordinate axis contains and generically equals a Cantor set.
If the dimension n is arbitrary a function can exhibit different types of behaviour in different directions of R", e. g. u can be "periodic" on lines with direction ei, "generalized quasiperiodic" on lines with direction e2, etc. 98 V. BANGERT same secondary invariants do not intersect. In Sect. 7 we settle the question of existence of minimal solutions u E with prescribed secondary invariants. In particular we prove the existence of secondary laminations in the gaps between the functions in with maximal periodicity. Moreover we present examples for which these secondary laminations do not have gaps and hence give rise to secondary foliations. In Sect. 8 we mention two open problems and some partial results related to one of them. This theory is based on the work of Morse [11] and Hedlund [7] on geodesics on surfaces which -in different contexts and with different motivation -was rediscovered and largely extended by Aubry/Le Daeron [1] and Mather, cf [9] and [10] . In addition to the methods developed in [3] we use ideas by Morse and Aubry/Le Daeron. So our main tools are the compactness property of the set of minimal solutions derived by Moser [12] , a on the set of minimal solutions and a maximum principle for elliptic equations.
Finally we explain two concepts which we use and which might otherwise cause confusion. Slightly abusing terminology we will say that a subset V' ~ C° (R") is a foliation of a connected open set W ~ if (1.1) graph (u) n graph (v) =0 for all M 7~ v in ~V', and:
Very often we will encounter sets ~V' ~ C° (R") such that the graphs of the functions in .~V' only form a "foliation with gaps". Thurston [14] , p. 373, uses the term "lamination" in this context: ~V' ~ C° (R") is a lamination of W c R"+ 1 if in addition to (1.1) we have
Actually, in order to exclude trivial cases we will only call ~V' a lamination if .~V' satisfies the following additional condition:
The set {u (0) R contains a Cantor set.
From topological dynamics we need the notion of a minimal set of a group action r x X --~ X on a topological space X: A minimal set is a smallest r-in variant nonempty closed subset of X. Following Birkhoff [5] , Chapter VII, Sect. 7, elements of a minimal set will be called (r-) recurrent. Unfortunately we cannot avoid to use the word "minimal" also in the completely different context of "minimal solutions". The laminations mentioned above will arise as minimal sets of the action of Z" + 1 (or some subgroup thereof) on the set of minimal solutions.
MINIMAL LAMINATIONS

THE VARIATIONAL PROBLEM
In this section we describe the setting of the problem and present some of Moser's [12] results which are fundamental for our investigations. We adopt the notation used in [12] , [3] and [4] .
The coordinates of a point in R2" + 1 will be denoted by 
SECONDARY INVARIANTS FOR GRAPHS WITHOUT SELF1NTERSECTIONS
According to [3] , Sect. 4 Proof. -This is an invariant version of [3] , Lemma (4. 1). The proof given there applies also in the present situation if the following little remark is added:
In the present form the lemma can be applied iteratively. For r and r + as above consider r2 = ~ k E r' k ~ a = 0 ~ and with the induced scalar product. For we have ( -I-'2 ) = r2 so that we can apply (3 . 1) to V2 and r2, r2 .
Inductively we obtain:
(3.2) LEMMA. -Let V, r and r + satisfy the hypotheses of (3. 1 ) and suppose r + c r. Then there exist an integer t, 1 _ t _ dim V, and unit vectors a i , ... , at with ..., as -1 ~ 1) ( Note that al ' en+ 1 > 0 according to [3] , Lemma For notational convenience we set h1 (u) = Zit + so that (3. 5) holds also for s =1. Note that Moser [12] , p. 253, calls subgroups maximal if (~ span (r). In this sense the rs(u) are maximal. According to (3. 2) the invariants t, ai, ... , at are characterized by the following properties: 4. In [12] , Sect. 2, or [3] , Sect. 4, the "rotation vector" or "average slope" a E Rn of a nonselfintersecting U E CO (Rn) is defined. According to [3] , Lemma (4. 1), the rotation vector a and the invariant ai are related 1 ) .
If this relation is fulfilled we will say that the invariant al and the rotation vector a correspond to each other. For completeness we add a proof that ( 3 . 6) implies the boundedness of This shows that a1 is a "mean unit normal" to graph (u). 
APPLICATIONS TO THE SET OF MINIMAL SOLUTIONS
In this section we return to our original problem and consider the set = U of minimal solutions without selfintersections with respect to 03B1 ~ Rn some integrand F satisf ying (F 1) -(F 4). If oc = ( -a, 1) is rationally dependent we can use the invariants defined in the previous section to subdivide into T-invariant subsets .~ (ai, ..., at), see (4. 1) below.
We will study how a given ..., at) converges to elements u -, u + E .,ll (a 1, ... , Since the graphs of u -and u + are invariant under rt they are more periodic than graph(u) which is only Vol. 6, n= 2-1989. Next we investigate the action of on ..., ar). Recall that on we use the topology of C1convergence on compact sets. The following lemma is basic for many arguments in this and the following sections. = v + and u -= v -there exist points x~Rn with u (x) = v (x).
Remark. -Theorems (6.6) and (6.13) show that either u + = v +, u -= vor u + vor v + _ u -. Hence, if our assumption u + = v +, u -= v -is not satisfied then u v or v u. Moreover, Theorem (6.6) shows that u -= vimplies u + ---v + and vice versa. A generalization of (4. 8) will be discussed at the end of Sect. 6.
Proof -Let ..., and let bt resp. bi be the vectors one can continue the iteration and consider ((u -) -) -, etc. Since the proofs in Sects. 6 and 7 are by induction we will not need these higher iterates. However, they may be useful to clarify the geometric meaning of the invariants a2, ... , at and the corresponding b2, ... , bt. The proofs of the following statements are left to the reader.
According to ( where us ..., as) satisfies (4 . 9) and {4 . 10). In particular, graph(u/) is invariant under 1, i. e. the periodicity of graph (us ) decreases monotonically with s. The original u and all u: for 03C3>s converge to u; on halflines which are not orthogonal to bs or do not lie in V,
SECONDARY LAMINATIONS
In this section we study the action of ..., at _ 1 ~1) on an arbitrary ..., at), t > 1. From the preceding paragraph we know that the rt-orbit of u has u+ as its supremum and uas its infiunum.
If rk ( I~'r + z ) = rk (I-'~) -1 then the rt-orbit of u is discrete.
If rk (I't+ ~) rk (I~'t) -1 then this orbit is not discrete and we study its closure The graphs of functions in laminate (or even foliate) 111 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS the set between the graphs of u -and u + . We will call this a "secondary lamination" since for irrational a this lamination is contained in a gap of the lamination { graph (v) v E Actually we may have a finite hierarchy of laminations, one laminating the gaps of the next and so on. However, all except the one given by will be called secondary. Obviously the union of all such laminations derived from u and its translates is the closure of the Z" + I-orbit of u and a laminatipn itself. However, the point is that may very well form a lamination even if the corresponding rotation vector a is rational so that ~l (a 1) will in general be discrete.
We start by treating the simple case
.., at) and then the 0393t-orbit of u is discrete. Proof -Since h : r't --~ R, a~, is a homomorphism with kernel rt+ 1 its is a finitely generated subgroup of (R, +) of rank 1, hence discrete. Now our claim follows easily from the facts that and that, by (4. 2) (b), In analogy to [3] , (4. 3) we define:
.., ar). We say that u can be approximated from below, resp. from above, if resp. if
The set of all ..., ut) which can be approximated from above or from below is denoted by rec (ul, ..., ar)- Statement and proof of (5.3) are analogous to [3] , (4.4). Evil (a 1, . .., at) and rk (ht + 1 ) rk (0393t)20141.
Then the map H :
, is a homeomorphism either onto (u -(0), u + (0)) or onto a Cantor set in (u -(0), u + (0)).
Proof -Obviously H is a homeomorphism onto its image Im (H) and by (5. 4 The following corollary is an analogue of [3] , (4.7) and will be an important tool in Sect. 6. If a is rational we have ~ (ai) _ and the 1-orbit of u is discrete.
If a is irrational then the set of accumulation points of the Z" + 1-orbit of u is the unique minimal set of the Z" + 1-action T on ~a. This follows from [3] , (5.2) and some simple additional arguments.
As we remarked earlier for generic F one will have ~ (a 1 ) _ ~~ '~ so that u itself belongs to the minimal set
UNIQUENESS RESULTS
In this section our main goal is to prove that for every admissible system ..., ui) the set ~ ( a 1 ) U... ..., at) is totally ordered. This can be thought of as a uniqueness result since it tells us that for even 115 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS x=(x, there is at most one such that However, there is a different way to look upon this as a uniqueness result: It shows that for every ..., ar) the set (u) which gives rise to the secondary laminations considered in Sect. 5 does not depend on u and equals the set of v~rec (al, ..., at) with uv c u +.
The results and the proofs in this section are generalizations of those given in [3] . The existence results in the next section will rely on the uniqueness results obtained here. In all the proofs in this section the essential point is to show that the graphs of two minimals with certain properties cannot intersect.
In order to motivate the estimates which we will derive we start with a lemma which represents the final step in most proofs in this section. Roughly, the idea is as follows: If u ~ v are minimal and u (xo) = v (xo) then -by the maximum principle ( 2 . 2) -max ( u, v) and min(u, v) are not minimal. We will prove that the amount by which we can reduce the integrals I (max (u, v), B (xo, R)), I (min (u, v), B (xo, R)) by variations supported in B(xo, R) has to be smaller than const. ~B xo, where is the volume element of aB (xo, R) induced from the euclidean metric. Hence, in order to show that the VoL 6, nC 2-1989. Proof -Assume to the contrary that From this we are going to derive that not both u and v can be minimal. Integration in polar coordinates shows that there exists a sequence diverging to 00 such that Now we apply [3] , Lemma (6 . 9), to v) and wi = u. M oser's estimates ( 2 . 6) and ( 2 . 7) show that the hypotheses f or this lemma are satisfied. Hence there exists a constant Ã = Ã (F, a) and functions such that and Using our assumption and the fact that max (u, R~ the inequalities (6 . 2) and (6 . 3) imply for i >_ i (E). Adding these last inequalities we obtain provided E > 0 is chosen smaller than § and Hence, not both u and v can be minimal which contradicts our hypothesis.
Our first uniqueness result relies on an idea of M. Morse [11] which was rediscovered by A ubry-Le Daeron [1] in their setting. Remark. -If .~V' is an ordered set we say that two elements of .~V' are neighboring elements in .X' if there does not exist u3 such that So (6.6) says that u -and u + are neighbors in ..f1 (a 1, ..., at _ 1). VoL In particular we have w > u. The proof is based on the following two estimates where j : = rk (FJ:
Proof of (6. 6) assuming (6 . '7) and (6 . 8) . -This is a variation of the pro of of Lemm a (6.1). A s bef ore we apply [3] , Lemma (6.9), to the functions w >__ u and obtain a constant Ã = Ã (F, a) such that for all 1 there exist with R) = w ) B (0, R) and
According to ( Note that u (Xi) = v (xi) implies Choose such that are bounded for all i E N. We may assume that lim yi = y and lim exist.
Since u (xi) = v (xi) we have so that is bounded.
According to (4.2) ( c) this implies that at), in particular Tkou>u. Using Tki v = v we easily see that w: = lim T~z w = max (min ( v, Tka u), max ( v, u)). Now we use our assumption lim D (w, r~)) = 0 which -according to [3] , Lemma (6. 5) -implies D (w, R") =0, i. e. w is minimal.
On the other hand we have Hence the maximum principle (2 . 2) implies u=w=Tko u which contradicts u Tko u.
This completes the proof of (6. 9). The following obvious consequence of (6. 6) will be useful in the inductive proof that ~l (a 1, ..., ar) is totally ordered. with The first step in the proof that ~ll ..., at) is totally ordered is to show that J( (at) is totally ordered. As we mentioned earlier we have if 03B1~Qn is the rotation vector corresponding to In this 121 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS case is totally ordered according to [12] , Theorem (5.2).
Moreover, for and generic F we will have which is totally ordered by [3] , Theorem (5.1). Here we treat the remaining case. and So Lemma (6. 1) implies:
On the other hand we note that for every element the set w ~ U is totally ordered since is contained in the closure of the of w, cf. [3] , Corollary (5.2) . In .,6t (ai' ..., at) is totally ordered. We will prove (6.13) by induction on t the case t= 1 being treated in (6.11). Our first step is a result which is an analogue of [3] , Theorem (5.1). Its claim is nontrivial only if rk We will use the results Proof -We argue by contradiction and assume that there exist ar) such that u (xo) = v (xo) for some We will show that this contradicts the minimality of u or v. We may assume that both u and v can be approximated from below: According to Lemma (5. 3) there exist u;, at) such that u = lim ui, and such that ui and vi can be approximated from below; now the maximum principle (2 . 2) implies that for sufficiently large i E N we have and there exists Xi E Rn with ui (xi) = v1
We We will prove the following estimates and Since ( b .15) and ( b .1 ~ contradict Lemma (6.1) this will complete the proof of (6 . 14).
Proof of (6 . 15) . - Proof of (6. 16) . -Since our claim depends neither on the norm defining B(0, R) nor on the normalization of dx we may assume that rt equals
We denote x = (y, z) E R" where From Corollary (6.10)
we know that u -= v -and u + = v +, hence
The idea for the proof is as follows: Applying (4.5) to u -and u + we reduce our claim to the case where we only integrate over those (y, z) e B (0, R) with z ~ Ro for some Ro > 0 not depending on R. Hence R -j (0, R) v dx is bounded above. In order to prove that the limit for R --~ oo is zero we use the convergence of u and v to u -and u + expressed in Proposition (4.7). Lemm This proves (6.18) and thus completes the proofs of (6.16) and (6.14) . Our next step in the proof that .~l (at, ..., x) is totally ordered is to show: (6.19) LEMMA. If ..., at-t) is totally ordered and rk (I-'t+ 1) = rk (I-'t) -1 then ~l (at, ..., a~) is totally ordered.
Proof -Contrary to our claim we assume that there exist ..., at) such that u (xo) = v (xo) for some xo e R". Since u-r is 0393t+1-periodic we obtain and On the other hand Lemma This corollary is a generalization of [3] , Corollary (5.2) . It says that a secondary lamination between neighboring elements u -u + in ..., is uniquely determined by at. Proof -Closedness follows from Corollary (3.12) while T-invariance is trivial. Iterated application of (4.2), (6.6) and (6.13) proves that (ai)U... ~ (a1, ..., ar) is totally ordered.
Finally we make a few remarks on the converse of (6. Without this condition it is not even generally true that u and some translate coincide at some point: For non-generic integrands F it can happen that and that for all ..., we have either or _ us -1. The proofs for these statements follow from Lemma (4.9) and Theorem (6.6); they are left to the reader.
EXIS TENCE RESULTS
The uniqueness results of the preceding section are meaningful only if there are objects to which they apply.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the existence of minimal solutions in the sets ~ (ai, ..., We recall Moser's basic existence results: In our notation Corollary (5.5) in [12] states that if the rotation vector a corresponding to a1 is rational. Theorem (5.6) in [12] proves that 03B1~~ for all ex ERn. From Moser's compactness theorem (2.8) one can easily deduce that the T on has a minimal set. According to [3] , Lemma It should be underlined that we do not have to use any hard analysis in order to obtain new minimal solutions. We simply use the compactness property (2.8) together with the Zn+1-action and the uniqueness results from Sect. 6. This is a well-known and useful technique for this type of problem.
The following theorem is the main result of this section. We recall that are neighboring elements in and there does not exist u3 E ~ (al, ..., at) with ul u3 u2. If u1u2 are neighboring elements in ..., ar _ 1) there exists u E .~l (bi, ..., ai) such that ul u _ u2 and, consequently, u -= ui, u + = u2.
We will say that ..., at) has gaps if there exists a pair of neighboring elements in ~ll ..., at). So Theorem ( 7.1 ) shows that (a 1, .. If one looks at the situation on the torus T2 =R2jZ2 then x -(x, ui (x)),
x -~ (x, u2 (x)) parametrize homologous simple closed curves ~1 and fl2 ( generically we will have ~ ~ _ ~ 2) and x -~ (x, u (x)~ is a curve without selfintersections which is a-asymptotic to ~2, (o-asymptotic to rt 1 and which does not intersect 1~2. If we replace a2 by -a2 we obtain with v -= ui, v = u~ and hence This case n =1 has been treated in [6] , Theorem 3. 5.
In the (parametric) case of geodesics on surfaces such pairs of heteroclinic (resp. homoclinic if minimal geodesics connecting freely homotopic minimal closed geodesics were first found by M. Morse [11] . Analogous results were obtained by Aubry-Le Daeron [1] , Appendix 6, for a model in solid_ state physics. See [2] for the relation between these topics.
We argue by contradiction and assume that t is the smallest integer >_ 2 such that there exist an admissible system ..., a~) and neighboring elements u 1 u2 in ~ (a 1, ..., at-t) f or which our claim does not hold.
For E > 0 we set
Since the system (ai, ... , at _ 2, a (~)) is admissible. In the case t = 2 we have to take ~ smaller than some Eo so that a (E)en + 1 >0.
The crucial step is to prove that there exists 8 > 0 with the following property: Since the graphs of U1 and u2 lie within finite distance from a hyperplane with normal ~1 and since lies within finite distance from a hyperplane with normal we see that (al, . .. , at) is complete then (a 1 ) U ... UJ{ ..., at) is a totally ordered T-invariant closed subset of .~l which is maximal with these properties. Finally we briefly discuss the interesting question which of the various possibilities for foliations and laminations with gaps can actually occur. The simplest case is that F only depends on p. Then so that defines an affine foliation for all admissible a 1. This was proved by Moser [12] , Theorem (2.3), and it also follows easily from (6.13), cf the proof of (7. 7) below.
According to J. Moser [12] , Theorem (8. 1), such affine minimal foliations are stable under small perturbations of the integrand F if the rotation vector a satisfies certain Diophantine conditions. On the other hand, a sufficiently large perturbation of the Dirichlet integrand F (x, can destroy all Zn+1-invariant minimal foliations with rotation vector a satisfying a A for some preassigned A. This was proved with some labor in [4] . Using this result we will prove: Remark. -In particular, if (ai, ..., at) is admissible we can choose , .. , a~ _ , ? 1. Then we obtain integrands F such that ..., ar _ 1 ) has gaps while (a 1, ..., at) does not have gaps.
Hence (a 1 ) U ... (a 1, . .., at) gives rise to a f oliation which is not conjugate to a foliation by affine functions. The integrands F we construct are very special since they do not depend on x in some direction.
In particular, ~l (a1) U ... ~ ~ll (ai, ..., ar) defines a f oliation f or every complete admissible system (a1, ..., at). However, if we just want to retain the property that for some fixed (a~, ..., at) there are gaps in Jt (ai' ..., a~ _ 1 ) but not in J{ (ai' ..., a~) we can arbitrarily perturb F outside some set which is compact in R'~ + 1 ~Zn + 1 x R" and thereby destroy most of these foliations.
Bef ore we start with the proof of ( 7 . 5) we present the type of integrands F that we will use and we prove a lemma about minimal solutions of such We may assume that F has period 1-1 in u. Then has the required properties for the group r.
OPEN PROBLEMS
We present two open problems which are closely related to our results. The first question is in the spirit of Moser's Theorem (8.1) from [12] which extends KAM-Theory to the context considered here: a minimal foliation is stable (up to conjugation) under small perturbations of the integrand Fo if its rotation vector a satisfies certain Diophantine inequalities. Now Theorem (7.5) provides examples of integrands F with secondary foliations: There exist admissible systems (al, ... , such that ll (ai, ..., has gaps which are filled by foliations in ~' ..., at). If rk (rr) >__ 2 then at can determine an irrational direction in span and one can ask for an analogue to Moser's theorem in this case:
Is there a stability result for secondary foliations? To motivate our second problem we return to the Dirichlet integrand Fo(x, P)=1 2|p|2 whose minimals are the harmonic functions. In the 1-dimensional case n =1 every harmonic function is affine. This generalizes to arbitrary Z2-periodic integrands: In the case n =1 every minimal solution does not have selfintersections. For n > l, however, not every harmonic function is affine. Accordingly, if one generalizes the Dirichlet integrand F o to I-periodic integrands F the natural class of functions corresponding to the affine functions is not characterized by F-minimality alone, one has to impose an additional condition. The topological condition "no selfintersections" used by Moser [12] fulfills this purpose and it is particularly natural in the context of foliations on a torus. Liouville's 135 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS Theorem on the growth of harmonic functions, however, would lead one to different and more analytic conditions: One might assume that the minimal solutions u satisfy for some a E R" or, even weaker, sup |ux| oo. According to (2.6) and (2. 7) every minimal solution without selfintersections has these properties. So the question is if one can deduce the property "no selfintersections" from these conditions (and minimality). We present two partial results in this direction. Here minimality is always meant with respect to some integrand F satisfying (F 1)-(F 4). Proof -As a consequence of Theorem (6. 5) in Chapter 4 of Ladyzhenskaya/Ural'tseva's book [8] we have: If Ui is a sequence of minimal solutions such that sup and are bounded then ui contains a subsequence which converges to a minimal solution in the C1-topology on compact sets. This compactness property implies the existence of a minimal set of the Z" + 1-action on the closure of the orbit So it suffices to show that every element v of such a minimal set does not have selfintersections. Assume to the contrary that v (xo) = (Tk v) (xo) for some and that
Since v belongs to a minimal set we obtain:
If w is a limit of Z" + 1 _translates of v then w ~ Tk wand there exists This implies: Proof -A s in the proof of [12] , Theorem ( 3 . 1), one can use Theorem (5.2) in [8] , Chapter 4 to conclude that u is uniformly Lipschitz.
Assume that there exists and xo e R" such that while Since a is rationally independent we may assume that -oc > o. The maximum principle ( 2 . 2) implies that the set is not empty. We will prove the following two statements: Proof of (8. 5). -Assume to the contrary that there exists a sequence xt E W such that Choose such that 1]" and such that (Tki u) (0) is bounded. A s a consequence of Theorem (6. 5) in [8] , Chapter 4 a subsequence of Ti; u converges to a minimal solution v. As in the proof of (6. 15) we conclude from Annales de l'Institut Henri Poincaré -Analyse non linéaire 137 MINIMAL LAMINATIONS is minimal.
For every limit point y of the sequence we have (T~ v) (y) v (y). Hence the maximum principle implies Tk v v. On the other hand v is a limit of translates of u so is bounded.
Since k.03B1>0 this implies that for sufficiently large m E N. This contradicts and concludes the proof of (8. 5).
Proof of ( 8 . 6). -First of all we have the trivial estimate (8.7) N (R) _>_ (vol, (B (0, 4 r))) -1 ~ voi (W U B (0, R)) where voi denotes n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. On the other hand integration in polar coordinates gives:
where Op is the measure on the sphere aB (0, p) induced from the euclidean structure of Rn. Since B (0, R)) does not grow exponentially in R the quotient cannot remain bounded for R -+ 00. Since is bounded the inequalities ( 8 . 7) and ( 8 . 8) imply ( 8 . 6) .
In view of Theorem (8.4) one might be inclined to believe that it is only a small step to prove that u minimal and imply u~03B1 for an arbitrary aeR". However, as we saw in the preceding sections the case "a rationally dependent" may be much more complicated than the case "a rationally independent". So we ask: Do there exist minimal solutions u with selfintersections such that is bounded for some a e R"?
